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Abstract
Results of contingent evaluation of environment goods (or bads) are strongly biased due to the endowment
effects. The estimates of willingness to pay are kept low by the endowment effect for the money the subject
has to pay, while estimates of willingness to accept are kept high by the endowment effect towards the asset
the subject must be compensated for. It follows that the endowment effect may be partly responsible for the
well–known difference between WTP and WTA. To try to assess the role of the EE, we compare contingent
valuations where the WTP is asked for not losing an asset, and the WTA is asked as a substitute of a new asset.
We compare the results with a control group, where we expect to find a larger difference.
Kewords: contingenti valuation, willingness to pay, willingness to accept, endowment effect, status quo bias.

1. Introduction
The by now traditional willingness to accept / willingness to pay (WTA / WTP) analysis
(see Cursey, Hovis and Schulze, 1987), has shown overwhelming empirical evidence that a
very significant asymmetry exists between the valuations that subjects declare whether one
or the other device is adopted. The problem becomes very serious, of course, when the
measurements of values are necessary to solve real problems, such as judicial cases or
decision making when the objects are out of market goods, such as environmental goods or
more generally, public goods. Clearly, if a judge must decide for an indemnity for an
environmental damage or a decision maker must decide whether to supply a public good or
not (or whether to continue to supply it or not) – and the contingent valuation technique is
considered a suitable instrument of measurement – it is of crucial importance whether the
WTA or the WTP device is adopted. The choice of one or the other may involve a very
large difference, and induce to discard instead of implementing a public project.
It may be argued that the correct choice depends on the features of the case itself. If a
damage has been suffered or if the continuity of a public service that is actually supplied is
in discussion, then it may seem "natural" to adopt the WTA device: something the public
had has gone lost – or may be lost – and so the correct questions seem to be "How much do
you value the good that you can no more enjoy?" "Which is the amount of money that
would fairly compensate you for the loss you suffered or may suffer?". On the contrary, if it
is in discussion whether to undertake some public project, then the WTP seems to state the
correct question: "What amount of money are you willing to spend to contribute to the
realisation and/or the supplying of the public good?" The answer is easy to collect, but not
fully satisfying. A company convicted to pay for environmental damages could argue as
iniquitous and excessive a fee widely greater than the amount the community would be
willing to pay to achieve the good that has been destroyed, and, on the other hand, a policy
maker could argue that a public good is worthy to be supplied even if the taxpayers declare
not to be willing to pay for its full cost, just as long as there is the (almost) certainty that
they will value it more once the good will be available to them.
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The problem is that both the WTA and the WTP are biased and distort subjects'
valuations.
The former is affected by the endowment effect (see Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler,
1990, and, first of all, Thaler, 1980) or, in the case of goods whose availability is not
exclusive, such as public goods) by the status quo bias (see Samuelson and Zeckhauser,
1988), so that subjects will very probably "overvalue" the good they lost or they are asked to
give up.
The latter will probably lead to an undervaluation of the good, not because of a negative
endowment effect (there is no such thing) due to the not-ownership of the good, but because
of a positive endowment effect that subjects experience on their own money. This effect has
been proved to be present when money (in real life markets as in an experimental one) when
money is not considered a mere exchange good, i.e. when no precise decision has been
taken on how to spend it, so that it is kept to buy something different from what is offered
just in that spot of time and space (see Scacciati, 1998).
If we take into due account the endowment effect and the status quo bias, we may argue
that the WTA / WTP asymmetry is due to the fact that both in the WTA setting and in the
WTP setting, a gain is compared with a loss, while it is well known (see Kahneman and
Tversky, 1979 and 1991), that the same good, or the same amount of money, is valued
differently (besides the sign, of course) whether it is gained or lost.
So the way out could be to compare a gain with a gain (GG) and/or a loss with a loss
(LL).
According to this hypothesis, the underlying questions are:
a) What amount of money would you be willing to accept instead of having a free
availability of the public good? This is, obviously, the GG device.
b) What amount of money would you be willing to pay instead of loosing the availability
of the public good? This is the LL device.
The GG device is, by definition, devoid of endowment effect (and status quo bias): the
respondent has no disposal of the public good and has none of the extra money he is offered.
He is a perfect chooser and his decision should therefore not be biased at all. The GG device
is suitable in the case the policy maker must decide if it is the case or not to produce or
supply a public good that, at the moment, is not available. We therefore suggest to adopt the
GG device instead of the WTP device.
The LL device is not as "clear" as the GG device. Here we have two endowment effects
(or an endowment effect and a status quo biases) conflicting one with the other: we would
have a perfectly clear response only if, by chance, they perfectly outdo one another. Unless
this unlikely event occurs, the response will be biased by the difference in the endowment
effect experienced by the subject on his own money and the endowment effect experienced
by the subject on the asset that is, at the moment, at his disposal. In any case this bias should
be rather moderate, being the result of two opposing forces. We therefore suggest to adopt
the LL device instead of the WTA device.
2. The Experiment.
The experiment we ran concerned students' valuations of hypothetical increases or
decreases in the number of places in the University parking area reserved to them.
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Questionnaires were distributed to students of different but homogeneous classrooms and
were collected the day after.
Approximately a half answered that they gave no value at all to changes in the number of
parking places, so at the end we obtained 88 observations significant to our purposes1.
Among these, 21 answered a "traditional" WTA question, 23 a "traditional" WTP
question., 23 a GG question and 21 a LL question. GG subjects were asked to choose
between an increase in the number of places and receiving an amount of money that would
make them indifferent between the two favourable options; LL ones were asked to choose
between a decrease in the number of places and paying an amount of money that would
make them indifferent between the two negative options. The status quo is 124 places
reserved to students. We asked two groups (WTA and LL) to imagine a decrease of the
places to a half and to zero (due to the excessive costs of the good for the University) and
other two groups (WTP and GG) to imagine an increase to twice as much and to 744 (stated
to correspond to the "certainty" of finding a place where to park in the morning).
We expected to find:
a) With reference to the ranking of valuations,
a.1) those out-coming from the WTA setting at the highest level because of the
endowment effect (or the status quo bias) on the good, not constrained by any opposite
force;
a.2) those out-coming from the WTP setting at the lowest level, because of the
endowment effect on students' own money, again without constraint by any opposite
force;
a.3) those out-coming from the GG setting surely lower than the WTA valuations and
higher than the WTP valuations, due to the absence of both kinds of psychological
asymmetries2;
a.4) as for the LL setting valuations: they are biased both by the endowment effect on
one's own money and by the status quo bias due to the availability of the asset, and these
two causes of distortion in valuations point to opposite directions. The overall effect
depends upon which of the two effects is stronger. Consequently, the only prediction we
may state is that the valuation out-coming from the LL should be intermediate between
the WTA and the WTP: the valuation coming from the LL setting will be higher than the
one coming from the GG setting if the endowment effect of money has a smaller effect
than the status quo bias on the availability of the asset, and viceversa3.
b) A smaller "kink" when moving from loss to gain in the LL-GG setting – compared to
the one that occurs when moving from the WTA to the WTP settings – due to the fact
that in the WTA-WTP one the endowment effect in the WTP setting and that in the WTA
setting bias the answers into opposite directions, while in the LL-GG setting the
endowment effect is small or absent.
Both results may be summarised in a graph like that of figure 1.
1

Note however that "zero" answers offer useful insights too; they will be included in further analysis.
Obviously, if the endowment effect on one's own money were null, the valuations out-coming from the
WTP setting and the GG setting would be equal.
3
Just as in the previous case, if the endowment effect on one's own money were null, then the valuations
out-coming from the WTA setting and the LL setting would be equal.
2

3

Figure 1

3. Results.
Before moving to the actual results, it must be stressed that they must be considered
strongly provisional, for two reasons:
a) the sample is relatively small;
b) due to that, we could observe only few points in the graph described in previous
section, actually 7.
Due to the low number of cases, extreme value may affect excessively the means, so we
considered medians instead. Results are summarised in table 1 and in graph 2, and simple
observation shows that all the expectations are confirmed. More particularly:
a) The difference between GG and WTP is strongly significant: a Kruskal-Wallis test
for difference in medians is significant at more than 99% for the three changes in the
number of places.
b) The valuations coming from the LL setting are – calculated as an overall average –
lower than those coming from the GG setting: this shows that the endowment effect
that respondents experience on their own money is stronger than the status quo bias
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on the availability of the good. Note that this may be due to the fact that the good is
not privately owned.
c) The difference between LL and WTA settings is less significant than that between the
GG and WTP settings; the same test is significant only at 90% for the two largest
changes, and is not for the smallest one. We are quite confident that this difference
will prove more significant with more values and more cases.
d) The "kink" at the origin is actually stronger in the WTA-WTP setting. This result
may easily be read in table 2, that shows the slopes of the lines of figure 1 (and 2).
The difference in slope between WTA and WTP lines is much greater than for the
LL-GG lines, but we cannot yet provide a formal test, due to the limited number of
observations.
e) Regression analysis provide some interesting hints, albeit very provisional due again
to the limited number of observations. LL and WTA bids have been interpreted as
valuations, and put in the positive quadrant through standardisation of the origin of
the number of places and of bids. Then two regression log-linear lines have been
interpolated, one for WTA-WTP and one for LL-GG. Both interpolations are very
nice; the value of r2 is 0.935 and 0.871 respectively. The confidence intervals for the
parameters show that the two lines are different. In addition, LL-GG data are quite as
well interpolated by a linear equation (r2 = 0.856), showing again that the kink at the
origin is smaller, if any.
Table 1. Summary of the results
(loss or gain of places, median valuations in thousands of lire).
Loss of
places
N°
62
93
124

Gain of
places
WTA
50
150
300

LL
35
65
150

N°
62
124
620

WTP
5
10
50

WTA > LL because of the EE due to the ownership of money
WTP < GG for the same reason

5

GG
65
130
250

Table 2
Slope of the line connecting the bid with the origin in the number of places-bids space
WTA
413
1613
2419

smaller change
medium change
greater change

WTP
80.6
80.6
80.6

WTA/WTP
5
20
30

LL
566
699
1210

GG
1048
1048
403

LL/GG
0.54
0.67
3.00

Figure 2 is the actual graph corresponding to the expected one of fig.1. They are remarkably alike;
consider however that the scaling of the axes flattens (or sharpens ) the plotting4 .
Figure 2
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The captions read as those of graph 1. We apologize for them being in Italian; the graph has been imported from
an SPSS output file.
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4. Conclusions.
We obtained two results, both quite important.
a) It is possible to state contingent valuation questions in a way that reduces the over – or
under – valuations currently supposed unavoidable.
b) The method suggested here in one case (GG) wipes out, in the other (LL) reduces
considerably, the distortions due to the status quo bias and to the endowment effect, thus
allowing for the inclusion of loss and gain from the status quo in an unified behavioural
pattern.
It may be stressed, however, that the experiment we run is still preliminary. We expect
something more conclusive from a larger one scheduled for next Autumn.
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